


FULL SIZE

 @bumbleandbumble
Surf Styling Leave In
Make waves wherever you go with this UV-protective gel-creme. 
This multi-tasker conditions, detangles, and fights frizz while adding light 
hold and flexibility to your hair, so you can style and restyle all day. 
You’ll have that soft, beachy chic look without the sand!
Tip / Work evenly into towel-dried hair, leave in, and go. Great for straight, 
wavy, and curly hair!
MSRP / $29.00*
Shop / bumbleandbumble.com
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DELUXE MINI2 FOY

 @foy
CBD Relief Cream
Taking care of your body makes a huge difference to your whole beauty 
routine. This natural hemp lotion with organic essential oils provides 
soothing relief to muscle pain, joint stiffness, and nerve pain, so you can 
quickly get back to doing the things you love!
Tip / Massage onto the area causing pain. Do not apply on broken skin or 
near eyes. Wash hands after use.
MSRP / Deluxe mini 15ml worth $8, full size 100ml $54.99*
Shop / simplyfoy.com

HEY GLOSSIES,
Self-care and pampering are always necessary, and we’re thrilled to be part of this special day. 
Carefully designed and curated for the occasion, this year’s Mother’s Day Limited Edition was 
hand picked just for you. Wellness and beauty often comes second when life gets extra busy, 
so sit back, relax, and enjoy your GLOSSYBOX. After all, you deserve it!

Happy Mother’s Day!
Your GLOSSYBOX Team

DELUXE MINI

SNOW FOX SKINCARE

 @snowfoxskincare
Herbal Youth Oil
Fortified with atragalus root extract and Brazilian paracress, known as “Nature’s 
Botox,” this silky, lightweight face oil helps to slow signs of aging on a cellular 
level. Its antioxidant 7-blend oil formula smooths out fine lines and prevents 
new ones from forming.
Tip / Apply a few drops on palm or directly onto face and gently massage. 
Use morning and evening.
MSRP / $82.00*
Shop / us.lookfantastic.com
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MUGLER

DELUXE MINI

 @muglerofficial
Angel Eau de Parfum
Discover the celestial, delicious, and fearless power of this fragrance. 
The brightness of bergamot awakens your senses, while the fantasy 
of praline ignites sweet, playful memories. This unique cocktail is 
counterbalanced by patchouli leaf, for a fearless, long-lasting impression.
Tip / Spray a cloud at chest level and walk through, 
or maintain a 16” distance from the skin.
MSRP / Trial size .04oz worth $4, full size 1.6oz MSRP $120*
Shop / mugler.com
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KAB COSMETICS

DELUXE MINI

 @kabcosmetics
Red Velvet Matte Liquid Lipstick
This deep plum shade is exactly what you need to top off a sophisticated look. 
Its weightless formula makes it comfortable and long-lasting, so you won’t 
worry about smudging or wiping lipstick off your teeth!
Tip / Apply evenly to lips after a lip balm. For an alternative look, add your 
favorite lip gloss after the lipstick for an extra shine.
MSRP / $18.00*
Shop / kabcosmetics.com
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VELVET EYEWEAR

DELUXE SIZE

 @velvet_eyewear
Sunglasses - Jesse
Sunglasses are much more than a sunny-day accessory! These aviators 
provide 100% UV protection for your eyes, preventing eye damage and 
early signs of aging, like crows feet. As brand founder Cindy Hussey 
said, “block in beauty, block out harmful UV rays.”
Tip / Sunglasses and a good SPF is the ultimate duo for shielding your face 
from UV rays.
MSRP / $55.00*
Shop / velveteyewear.com
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TRAVEL SIZE

AUTHENTIC BEAUTY CONCEPT

 @authenticbeautyconcept.us
Replenish Mask
Free from parabens and silicones, this mask strengthens the hair fiber and 
helps to restore the cuticle. Containing cationic guar, a healthier replacement 
for silicone, this formula will make your hair easier to comb and leave it softer 
and shinier.
Tip / Smooth through lengths and ends of damp hair after shampooing. Leave 
in for 5-10 minutes then rinse thoroughly.
MSRP / Travel size 30ml worth $10, full size 200ml MSRP $38*
Shop / authenticbeautyconcept.us
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*MSRP relates to the full size product available for purchase as advised by the brand. Prices may vary due to exchange rates. 
All prices are correct at time of print. Please check all ingredients & read instructions before using any of these products. 

BIODERMA

FULL SIZE

 @biodermausa
Sébium Mat Control
Target excess shine and gently mattify your skin for a full 8 hours 
with this lightweight moisturizer. It reduces the appearance of 
imperfections by tightening pores and preventing them from 
getting clogged, smoothing out the skin’s surface and texture.
Tip / Gently massage into skin after cleansing until fully absored. 
Great to use as a makeup primer.
MSRP / Deluxe mini 15ml worth $12.50, full size 30ml MSRP $19.99*
Shop / us.lookfantastic.com

8 DELUXE MINI

Already looking for the next Limited Edition? 
It’s coming sooner than you think! The Summer Beauty 
Bag, filled with beauty essentials to keep you fresh while 
on-the-go, is back by popular demand. Newly designed 
and perfect for any trip, the GLOSSYBOX cosmetics case 
will be filled with waterproof makeup, moisturizing 
skincare, and more. A lucky few will even win a Golden 
Ticket prize worth over $145!
Launching May 20th

Beauty Bag
Summer

We know finding the perfect gift can sometimes be tricky, 
so we’re here to help! If you know someone who loves 
beauty, or maybe someone who needs a little extra T.L.C., 
a GLOSSYBOX e-gift voucher is the perfect solution. 
Just choose a 1, 3, 6, or 12 month subscription, and let us 
wrap the products for you!

Easiest
The

Gift

84% of our Glossies regularly use a moisturizer and 74% 
regularly use mascara? We like getting to know our 
community so we can create more boxes you’ll love. 
Tell us all about you by taking surveys and filling out your 
beauty profile on your glossybox.com account. 
You’ll even earn some Glossy Credit along the way to 
spend on more beauty!

know...
Did you


